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Nemo: Machine Vision Quantification of 
Caenorhabditis Elegans Behavior

• Caenorhabditis elegans is truly a model organism for neurophysics 
research, with only 302 neurons and a completed connectome

• With the goal of truly understanding the phenomenon of animal 
intelligence, the simple model “Input”→“Brain”→“Output” is 
probed in detail for C. elegans.

• “Inputs” are easily manipulated through a broad array of controlled 
behavioral experiments e.g., Electrotaxis, Phototaxis, Thermotaxis, 
Magnetotaxis.

• Accordingly, it is desirable to quantify these “outputs” through 
behavioral analysis software employing machine vision, rather than 
settling for qualitative, observational data

INTRODUCTION FURTHER ANALYSES FROM NEMO OUTPUT
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• Extracting coordinates from each frame allows for fitting of the 
worm’s body data points to a sine function (2D) or helix (3D)

• Fitting to sine function provides measurements of wave speed to 
compare with translational speed measurements using center of 
mass only

• 3D fitting provides a measurement of helicity
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(Source of 3D Imaging Method figure)

• MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release 2012b, The MathWorks, Inc., 
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CONCLUSIONS

• Supplementing Nemo with the 3-d volume reconstruction method 
introduced in two papers by Namseop Kwon et. al, NEMO3D has almost 
identical functionality

• Detection of phases unique to 3D and potential 3D omega cutting yet to 
be implemented

SKELETONIZATION AND SEGMENTATION

OMEGA CUTTING

3D IMAGING METHOD

• Nemo reduces the information stored in a video of worm behavior 
into a set of N coordinates along the body for each frame, thus 
efficiently preserving the results of any C. elegans behavioral 
experiment

• Automated behavioral analysis eliminates bias and provides 
reproducibility

• While there are no further analyses to be immediately performed on 
video data, sets of coordinates allow for new conclusions to be drawn 
which would have been previously unavailable e.g. wave speed, 
damping parameter

• Ultimate goal is to combine this behavioral analysis software with 
302-neuron observation and pattern extraction software 

• Masks with a non-empty interior edge (orange in diagram) are set 
aside for correction prior to skeletonization

• Omega cutting is performed on these masks by traversing the interior 
and exterior edges and measuring local angles to determine where to 
“cut”

BEHAVIORAL PHENOTYPE DETECTION

• Worm body is first reduced to a skeleton by iteratively removing the 
outermost layer of pixels (or voxels in 3D) 

• Branched skeleton is corrected by assuming head and tail are endpoints 
with maximum mutual distance and removing all but those branches

• Final data stored as N (user specified) evenly spaced coordinates along 
smooth skeleton

FORWARD TURNBACKWARDS
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• To detect forward motion, backwards motion, or pause, a motion 
vector is defined based on the worm’s center of mass location in a 
previous frame to the current COM location

• Turns are detected separately based on the ratio of distance 
between the head and tail points to the worm’s overall body length

• New motion states may be defined in 3D

• Fitting allows one to find new relationships among the variables 
available

• Phototaxis group showed that wave speed and strength of avoidance 
reflex are functions of gelatin concentration while translational 
speed is not

• Electrotaxis group showed bearing angle and damping parameter to 
be functions of electric field strength


